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getawaygetaway

Eric Vohr, Special Contributor  

T R A V E L

For a midsummer trip last year, my partner and I wanted to experienc something both

"outdoorsy" and "out West." At the top of our list of activities were horseback riding, fly fishing

and river rafting, and we found all we yearned for in west-central Colorado.

The trip started at a unique spot called the Smith Fork Ranch. Nestled on 350 acres in the

fabled West Elk Mountains of the Gunnison National Forest, Smith Fork has been a working

dude ranch since the 1930s.

When Marley and Linda Hodgson purchased the ranch in 2000, the old log cabins that served as

the principal lodging and dining structures were in serious disrepair. Instead of tearing down

and building new, the Hodgsons decided to carefully rebuild the ranch, log by log, keeping it

pretty much the way it was.
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Guests leave the barn for a trail ride at Smith Fork Ranch.  (Michaela Urban/Special Contributor)

This kind of reconstruction and preservation is a theme for the Hodgsons, who created the

well-known Ghurka Bags line of luxury luggage. They based the line on turn-of-the-century

leather camping gear (once owned by a British Gurkha commander) that Marley discovered at a

real estate auction in the 1970s.

The Hodgsons' vision for Smith Fork Ranch combines top-level horsemanship, world-class fly

fishing and luxurious dining and lodging for select travelers. Perched at 7,200 feet above sea

level in its own small valley created by the confluence of two rivers, Smith Fork Ranch is the

embodiment of that "secret, special hideaway."

I spent my mornings waking as the sun first peeked through the dew-covered scrub oak trees,

hiking to one of the many ponds or small rivers on the property and casting for brown and

rainbow trout. After this relaxing morning ritual, I'd join my partner for a steaming pre-

breakfast coffee and muffin on our porch, as the sun burned off the morning chill.



  

Guests ride on a trail at Smith Fork Ranch with the unique Needle Rock in the background.  (Michaela
Urban/Special Contributor)

During the day, we'd hit the arena to work on our horsemanship or join some of the other

guests on trail rides through the property. The resort also offers skeet shooting, mountain

biking, hiking and breathtaking views of Needle Rock -- a majestic volcanic pinnacle that sits

adjacent to the property.

Meals are a highlight at Smith Fork Ranch, and the resort prides itself on using locally grown

organic foods whenever possible. Nearby North Fork Valley, once rife with fruit orchards, has

evolved in recent years into Colorado's "bread basket," with "organic" being the operative word.

The resort's creative and eclectic young chef also oversees a large organic garden on the

property and designs his menu around what is fresh and in season.

The resort complements its homegrown cuisine with a wide selection of locally produced wines.

Vintner-entrepreneurs (and some adventurous souls looking for a quieter life) are using the

region's rich soil and sunshine to produce delicious pinot noirs, pinot gris and other varietals

and blends.



  

Guide Ben Magtutu makes sure his guests catch plenty of fish while drifting down the Gunnison River in the
Black Canyon Gorge.  (Michaela Urban/Special Contributor)

After our stay at Smith Fork Ranch, we decided to change it up a bit and mix a little fly fishing

with rafting at nearby Gunnison River Farms. The resort is tucked into an old fruit orchard on

the banks of the Gunnison River with cathedral-like canyon walls as a backdrop. Here, you can

fly fish right in front of your private cabin or join a guide for single- or multi-day float-fishing

trips through legendary Black Canyon Gorge. Fishing or not, rafting this gorge was one of the

most magical and beautiful experiences of our entire trip.



  

Our guide, Ben Magtutu, grew up in the region fishing with his father, who was one of the first

guides to take guests down Black Canyon Gorge. Magtutu has a wealth of local knowledge. He

also teaches high school science; so, in addition to mastering our fly-fishing technique, we

learned pretty much everything about the gorge, from hydrology to geology.

After visiting Gunnison River Farms, we stepped up our rafting game and took a weeklong trip

down the mighty Colorado River ... sans guide! This may sound a bit insane, but the Ruby

Canyon stretch of the Colorado is not only amazing and breathtaking, it's also rather calm

(class I-II rapids, maximum).

A tourist navigates the Ruby Canyon stretch of the Colorado River.  (Michaela Urban/Special Contributor)

The many campsites along this 25-mile stretch of the river are situated at the mouths of long

canyons that stretch inland and provide amazing hikes up to breathtaking vistas. One of these

memorable hikes, Rattlesnake Canyon, ascends to a ridge where there are nine towering,

windswept sandstone arches. Bring plenty of water and avoid the middle of the day -- it can get

mighty hot out there.

After all this outdoor action, we settled into the state's capital city, Denver, which is

experiencing a renaissance of chic new bars, restaurants and hotels. We stayed at the recently

opened Maven Hotel, located in the "Dairy Block." Once home to the Windsor Dairy company,



  

this ultra-hip new mini-district is in the heart of Denver's fashionable "LoDo," or Lower

Downtown, area.

The Maven is right across from the city's big-league baseball park, and as it just happened to be

the Fourth of July, we not only caught a game but also got to enjoy an awesome post-game

fireworks display while resting in the cool grass of the baseball diamond. Not a bad ending to an

epic summer holiday.
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If you go

Smith Fork Ranch: smithforkranch.com

Gunnison River Farms: gunnisonriverfarms.com

Adventure Bound USA Rafting: adventureboundusa.com

The Maven Hotel: themavenhotel.com




